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Enterprise Value: £16.7m

Positive Period End Update – Forecast Upgrades 
IndigoVision has released a positive period end trading update which 
confirms that the business is recovering well and that management's 
focus on margins and efficiency is starting to bear fruit. The first half has 
seen a strong improvement in profitability over the previous 12 months 
and, albeit whilst taking note of the current economic backdrop, we are 
upgrading current year EPS by 23%. We also continue to see forecast 
risk on the upside and retain our forecast sensitivity of 4; we will revisit
our forecasts at the time of the interim results in mid-March. With 
improving margins and having emerged from a period of significant 
disruption, the outlook is improving for IndigoVision; we increase our 
price target from 370p to 419p and retain our Buy recommendation. 
 
Trading Update 
 

Sales are expected to be slightly below last year's record H1 levels but some 
5% ahead of H2 2011. The recovery in gross margins which was discussed at 
the time of the AGM has been sustained and margins are expected to be 
c.60% in H1 compared to our previous full year forecast of 58%.   
 

Operating profits for H1 are expected to exceed £1.5m which compare 
favourably to our full year forecast of £2.0m. We are therefore upgrading our 
current year forecasts as outlined below, although we feel that it is sensible to 
be prudent at this juncture given the prevailing market conditions. We see
potential to reconsider further upgrades at the time of the interims 
announcement in mid March. This improvement in the bottom line is 
particularly creditable given the recent corporate disruption and management 
change. 
 

There will be approximately £0.3m of exceptional charges in the period relating 
to the board restructuring (£0.2m) and advisory costs (£0.1m) in connection 
with the possible offer which didn’t proceed and the requisitioned general 
meeting which didn’t take place. The interim results are expected to be 
released on 14 March 2012. 
 
Forecast Changes 
 

As mentioned above, we are taking a cautious view given current conditions
and await further visibility later in the year. Nevertheless, we nudge sales up 
by 1% and increase full year gross margins from 58% to 59%. This equates to 
a 25% increase in PBT and 23% in EPS. We retain 2013 forecasts for now.  
 

Year End 2012(E) 2012(E) 2013(E)
July Revised Old Unchanged
Sales £m 29.2 28.9 30.0
PBT £m 2.5 2.0 3.0
EPS fully diluted 21.4 17.4 25.5
EPS change % 23% -

Source: BD estimates 
 
Valuation 
 

We have updated our valuation for the upgraded numbers which takes our 
price target to 419p from 327.5p. We retain our Buy recommendation. 
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This document is a Marketing Communication 
and has not been prepared in accordance with 
legal requirements designed to promote the 
independence of investment research and is not 
subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of 
the dissemination of investment research. 
Please refer to important disclosures at the 
end of this document. 

 Year End Sales PBT* Tax EPS† PE Ratio EV/EBITDA FCF/Share DPS Yield 
 July £m £m % p x x p p % 

 
2010(A) 28.0 3.1 35.7 25.6 12.2 5.0 16.3 7.5 2.4 

 2011(A) 28.9 1.2 48.5 8.1 38.6 11.2 21.3 7.5 2.4 
 2012(E) 29.2 2.5 34.0 21.4 14.6 6.0 31.1 9.0 2.9 
 2013(E) 30.0 3.0 34.0 25.5 12.3 4.5 34.9 10.0 3.2 
 

*Figures pre-exceptionals and goodwill amortisation, † Fully diluted, Source: Company Accounts/BD Forecasts 
 

Unchanged since 20/06/11 



 

IndigoVision (B)(A)

 
(B) Denotes Brewin Dolphin acts as broker to the company (A) Denotes AIM listing 
Brewin Dolphin Research - Recommendation Definition (expects absolute performance over next 12 months). 
Buy - 20%+ upside to BD 12m Price Target  Add - 10% - 20% upside to BD 12m Price Target    Hold - minus 10% to +10% to BD 12m Price Target Reduce – minus 10% to 20% 
downside to BD 12m Price Target    Sell - minus 20% or more downside to BD 12m Price Target 
Fundamental View:  Positive - quality company, strong management, strong fundamentals, focussed strategy. 
  Neutral - ambivalent over the company's strategy, market place, management. 
  Negative - BD believes company has fundamental flaws and is not a long term investment. 
Forecast Sensitivity: 
1 = highly likely downgrade           2 = likely downgrade            3 = neutral            4 = likely upgrade            5 = highly likely upgrade   
Prices of other securities mentioned: None 
 

This report has been prepared by its author(s) as a marketing communication and it has not been prepared in accordance with the requirements to promote Independent Research.
It is therefore not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of Investment Research. In practice however, our conflict management procedures prohibit 
Brewin Dolphin Limited ("BD") and its personnel from dealing ahead of our Non-Independent Research and our Independent Research. 
Our research analysts receive compensation based upon various factors, including quality of research, client feedback, competitive factors and revenues of BD, a portion of which 
is generated by investment banking activities. Investors should be aware that BD does, and may seek to do, business with companies covered in its research reports and may, as a
result, have a conflict of interest that could affect the objectivity of this report. Investors should consider this factor in making their investment decision. For further information
please refer to BD's Conflicts Management Policy by clicking here: http://www.investmentbanking.brewin.co.uk/pdf/cmp.pdf.  
 
A list of clients to whom BD provides investment banking services and a list of transactions in which BD has acted as lead manager/co lead manager can be accessed by clicking 
the following links: 
http://www.investmentbanking.brewin.co.uk/trackrecord/ourclients 
http://www.investmentbanking.brewin.co.uk/trackrecord/ourdeals 
 
1. This report does not constitute or form part of any offer for sale or subscription of or solicitation of or invitation for or any offer to buy or subscribe for any securities nor shall it or 
any part of it form the basis of or be relied on in connection with any contract or commitment whatsoever. The information contained herein is subject to change without notice and
its accuracy is not guaranteed. It may be incomplete and may not contain all material information relating to the Company. 2. The factual information contained in this report has
been obtained from public sources and from the Company and is believed to be reliable and accurate. The report may have been sent to the Company in order that the Company 
may highlight any factual inaccuracies contained in it but the Company has not necessarily made any comment on it. All opinions and forecasts contained in this report are entirely
those of the author(s) (and are not necessarily the views held throughout BD). For the avoidance of any doubt BD has no authority whatsoever to give any information or make any
representation or warranty on behalf of the Company, any of its shareholders or any other person in connection therewith and this report has not been authorised or approved by 
the Company. Unless otherwise stated, prices contained herein constitute a judgement as at 4.30pm the day before the date of publication. Any opinions, forecasts or estimates
present a possible outcome on the basis of the assumptions set out herein. They represent only one outcome and are the independent view of the author(s) of this report only.
These opinions, forecasts or estimates are subject to risks, uncertainties and assumptions and there can be no assurance that future results or events will be consistent with any 
such opinions, forecasts or estimates. Securities traded on the Alternative Investment Market are classed as non-readily realisable and it may be difficult to sell them or to ascertain 
their true value or risk exposure. 3. BD has not independently verified all the information given in this report. Accordingly, no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made
as to the accuracy, completeness or fairness of the information and opinions contained in this report. To the maximum extent permitted by law and without prejudice to any rights
recipients of this report may have neither BD, the Company nor any other person (including, without limitation, any director, representative or employee of BD) shall have any 
liability whatsoever for any loss howsoever arising from any use of this report or its contents or otherwise arising in connection therewith. 4. This report is being supplied to you
solely for your information and may not be reproduced, redistributed or passed on, directly or indirectly, to any other person or published, in whole or in part, for any purpose. In the
United Kingdom this report and the investment activity to which it relates may only be communicated to and is only directed at Professional clients or Eligible Counterparties as 
defined by the Financial Services Authority. This report has only been approved by BD for communication to Professional clients or Eligible Counterparties and must not be acted
on or relied on by any other person and in particular any person falling within the Retail client classification as defined by the Financial Services Authority. Any investment or
investment activity to which this communication relates is available only to and will be engaged in only with those persons for which this communication is intended. Any US 
recipients of this document are believed, by Brewin Dolphin Ltd, to be major US institutional investors only as defined by Rule 15a-6 of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. Any 
US institution wishing to obtain further information or to effect a transaction in any security discussed herein should do so only through their US registered broker dealer. Statistics
relating to the research recommendations that BD publishes each quarter may be obtained at the following link: 
http://www.investmentbanking.brewin.co.uk/trackrecord/researchrecommendations 
 
BD or a connected person may have positions in or options on the securities mentioned herein or may buy, sell or offer to make a purchase or sale of such securities
from time to time. In addition BD reserves the right to act as a principal or as agent with regard to the sale or purchase of any security mentioned in this report. 
 
© Brewin Dolphin Ltd. All rights reserved. Onward transmission, reproduction or sale of our research reports in whole or in part is prohibited without prior permission
of Brewin Dolphin Ltd. 

BREWIN DOLPHIN LTD
A member of the London Stock Exchange. Authorised and Regulated by The Financial Services Authority.  
Registered office 12 Smithfield Street London EC1A 9BD Registered in England and Wales No. 2135876 


